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KamaGames to mark the 6th anniversary of its flagship -Pokerist Texas Poker-
Was KamaGames first social casino title

PARIS - DUBLIN, 29.05.2016, 07:01 Time

USPA NEWS - KamaGames, a global developer and publisher of social games for mobile platforms & PlayStation Network,
announced on May 27, details of its player research and promotions to mark the 6th anniversary of the launch of its flagship title
Pokerist® Texas Poker...

KamaGames, a global developer and publisher of social games for mobile platforms & PlayStation Network, announced on May 27,
details of its player research and promotions to mark the 6th anniversary of the launch of its flagship title Pokerist® Texas Poker.
Pokerist Texas Poker was KamaGames' first social casino title released worldwide launching first on Facebook and then on iOS and
Android on 28th May 2010. 

Since then, the game has been released on the Yahoo store, Windows Phone Store, Amazon Apps Store and Apple TV with over 81
million players around the world sitting down at the tables which has made it the #1 Top Grossing App on the Apple Apps store in 89
countries as well as being in the Top 5 Google Play Grossing Apps in 24 countries. As well as these interesting player insights,
KamaGames also released details of it's in-game research findings from the past 6 years that showed over 2.8 trillion hands of poker
have been played since 2010 with more than 70,000 trillion chips being won, the biggest win by a single player of all time being 50
billion.

To further celebrate the game's 6th anniversary, Pokerist Texas Poker will be running a number of promotions and giveaways over the
next 2 weeks which will include tournaments, special items, chip giveaways, sales as well as collaborations with key social influencers
and youtubers.
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